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The air coolers in turbo compressors have a huge influence 
on their efficiency and thus also on their operating costs. In 
order to run a compressor economically over the long term, it 
is therefore extremely important that users of the compressors 
deploy high quality and technically advanced air coolers.

VTS International GmbH has precisely fulfilled this customer 
requirement by developing and producing the best quality 
Turbo-Air® air coolers currently available on the market for 
replacement parts. By our advanced production technology, 
high-quality materials used and a continuous quality control, 
our Turbo-Air® air coolers offer a perfect balance between 
pressure loss and performance values. By that, we can not 

only guarantee 100% interchangeability, but also assure our 
customers that our air coolers perform at least as well as the 
OEM products. 

An ISO 9001:2015 certification, the fact that we are manufac-
turing according to German standards and a standard warranty 
of eighteen months on all our Turbo-Air® air coolers witness our 
focus on a product, meeting the highest quality standards. We 
furthermore continuously invest to decrease delivery times and 
therefore operate a stock of Turbo-Air® air coolers, being ready 
for immediate delivery to the customer.

TA®2000 U-Tube

TA®3000 S-Tube

TA®6000 Aftercooler
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Compressor Header Version Tubes
S-Tube U-Tube Aftercooler Standard Option Option

TA®18 Steel ✓ ✓ Copper CuNi PC

TA®28 Steel ✓ ✓ Copper CuNi PC

TA®38 Steel ✓ ✓ Copper CuNi PC

TA®48 Steel ✓ ✓ Copper CuNi PC

TA®2000 Steel ✓ Copper CuNi PC

TA®3000 Steel ✓ ✓ Copper CuNi PC

TA®6000 Steel ✓ ✓ ✓ Copper CuNi PC

DELIVERY RANGE

U-TUBE AIR COOLER S-TUBE AIR COOLER
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Cooler seals for our entire delivery range can likewise be supplied as and when needed.
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